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What holds hadron together – the glue? 

!  Understanding the glue that binds us all – the Next QCD Frontier! 

! Gluons are wired particles!  

" Massless, yet, responsible for nearly all visible mass 

Bhagwat & Tandy/Roberts et al 

“Mass without mass!” 

Nucleons & mesons Quarks & gluons

Low energy High energy

𝜋

Challenge-ons

Nuclear physics in the medium energy is 
challenging

A first question:
What does the proton look like in the medium energy?



The idea: cloudy-bag model
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Solve the proton wave function in 
terms of the nucleon and pion

ۧ|proton = 𝑎 ۧ|𝑁 + 𝑏 ۧ|𝑁𝜋 + c ۧ|𝑁𝜋𝜋 + 𝑑 ۧ|𝑁 ഥ𝑁𝑁 +. . . .

ۧ|proton = 𝑎 ۧ|𝑢𝑢𝑑 + 𝑏 ۧ|𝑢𝑢𝑑𝑔 + c ۧ|𝑢𝑢𝑑𝑔𝑔 + 𝑑 ۧ|𝑢𝑢𝑑𝑞ത𝑞 +. . . .

Step: 1

Step: 2

Attach the fundamental degree of 
freedom: quarks and gluons 

N

π

π
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Solve the proton wave function in 
terms of the nucleon and pion

ۧ|proton = 𝑎 ۧ|𝑁 + 𝑏 ۧ|𝑁𝜋 + c ۧ|𝑁𝜋𝜋 + 𝑑 ۧ|𝑁 ഥ𝑁𝑁 +. . . .

Step: 1

N

π

Current progress: step 1

Developed a non-perturbative, fully relativistic
treatment of a chiral nucleon-pion model on the light-front

Why light-front?

✓Wave functions are boost invariant.  

✓Vacuum structure is simple (except the zero-mode). 

✓Fock-sector expansion is convenient.

✓Observables are taken at fixed light-front time (convenient).



Methodology: Basis Light-front Quantization

• Relativistic eigenvalue problem for light-front Hamiltonian

- 𝑃− : light-front Hamiltonian

- | ۧ𝛽 : eigenvector light-front wave function

- | ۧ𝛽 boost invariant

- | ۧ𝛽 encodes the hadronic properties

- 𝑃𝛽
− : eigenvalue             hadron mass spectrum

• Observables

P- b = Pb

- b

[Vary et al., 2008]

O ≡ ⟨𝛽′| 𝑂|𝛽ۧ
5

Non-perturbative

Fully relativistic



Relativistic 𝑁𝜋 chiral Lagrangian density 

Starting point: chiral model of nucleon and pion

𝑓 = 93 MeV: pion decay constant
𝑀𝜋 = 137 MeV: pion mass
𝑀𝑁 = 938 MeV: nucleon mass

[Miller, 1997]
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Basis construction

1. Fock-space expansion:

2. For each Fock particle: 

Transverse: 2D harmonic oscillator basis: 𝛷𝑛,𝑚
𝑏 ( Ԧ𝑝⊥)

with radial (angular)  quantum number n (m); scale 
parameter b

Longitudinal: plane-wave basis, labeled by k

•Helicity: labeled by 𝜆

• Isospin: labeled by 𝑡

3. E.g.,  

ۧ|proton = 𝑎 ۧ|𝑁 + 𝑏 ۧ|𝑁𝜋 + c ۧ|𝑁𝜋𝜋 + 𝑑 ۧ|𝑁 ഥ𝑁𝑁 +. . . .

ۧ|𝑁𝜋 = |𝑛𝑁 , 𝑚𝑁 , 𝑘𝑁 , 𝜆𝑁 , 𝑡𝑁 , 𝑛𝜋 , 𝑚𝜋 , 𝑘𝜋, 𝜆𝜋, 𝑡𝜋ۧ 7



Basis truncation

Symmetries and conserved quantities:

Truncations:

- Fock-sector truncation

- Total isospin projection:

- Total angular momentum projection: 

- Longitudinal momentum:

- “Kmax” truncation in longitudinal direction 

2ni+ |mi | +1[ ] £ Nmax

i

å- “Nmax” truncation in transverse direction 

UV cutoff Λ~𝑏 𝑁max



𝑖

𝑘𝑖 = 𝐾



𝑖

(𝑚𝑖 + 𝜆𝑖) = 𝐽𝑧



𝑖

𝑡𝑖 = 𝑇𝑧

8
IR cutoff 𝜆~𝑏/ 𝑁max

𝐾 = 𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥

ۧ|p = 𝑎 ۧ|𝑁 + 𝑏 ۧ|𝑁𝜋



Light-front Hamiltonian in the basis representation
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▪ Legendre transformation to obtain 𝑃−

▪ Only one-pion processes: up to the order of 1/𝑓
▪ Eigenvalue problem of relativistic bound state

𝑃−= 



Mass spectrum of the proton system
[Du et al., in preparation]

=K

▪ Fock sector-dependent renormalization applied
▪ Mass counter-term applied to |𝑁ۧ sector only

[Karmanov et al, 2008, 2012] 10

the physical proton 
938 MeV 



Observable: proton’s Dirac form factor

Figure 1: Calculat ion of Gn
E . The data are from Ref. [12].

N
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Figure 2: Diagrams

contribut ion, R2
F = 6 n / 4M 2 = − 0.111 fm2 is, by itself, in good agreement with the experimental

data. But this does not guarantee success in explaining the charge radius because one needs to include

the Q2 dependence of F1 which gives R2
1. In the three-quark model R2

1 = + 0.086 fm2 which nearly

cancels the e↵ects of R2
F . Such a cancellat ion is a natural consequence of including the relat ivist ic

e↵ects of the lower components of the quark Dirac spinors[15]. Another e↵ect is needed.

Somet imes a physical nucleon can be a bare nucleon emersed in a pion cloud. An incident photon

can interact electromagnet ically with a bare nucleon, Fig. 2a, with a nucleon while a pion is present,

Fig. 2b, or with a charged pion in flight , Fig. 2c. These e↵ects are especially pronounced for the

neutron GE [16], at small values of Q2, because the quark e↵ects are small. The tail of the negat ively

charged pion dist ribut ion extends far out into space, causing R2
n to be negat ive. Such contribut ions

were computed long ago using the cloudy bag model[16], which employed stat ic nucleons.

It is necessary to compute the e↵ects of the pion cloud in a relat ivist ic manner, to confront data

taken at large Q2. This involves evaluat ing the Feynman diagrams of Fig. 2 using photon-nucleon

form factors from our relat ivist ic model, and using a relat ivist ic ⇡ -nucleon form factor. We define the

result ing model as the light-front cloudy bag model LFCBM. The light-front t reatment is implemented

by doing the integral over the virtual pion four-momentum k± , k? performing the integral over k−

analyt ically, re-expressing the remaining integrals in terms of relat ive variables (↵ = k+ / P+ ), and

shift ing the relat ive ? variable to L ? to simplify the numerators. Thus the Feynman graphs, Fig. 2,

are represented by a single ⌧-ordered diagram. The use of J + and the Yan ident ity[17] SF (p) =
P

s u(p, s)u(p, s)/ (p2 − m2 + i✏) + γ+ / 2p+ allows one see that the nucleon current operators appearing

in Fig.2b act between on-mass-shell spinors.

The results can be stated as

Fi↵ (Q2) = Z
h
F

(0)
i↵ (Q2) + Fi b↵ (Q2) + Fi c↵ (Q2)

i
, (4)

3
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Schematically:



▪ Constituent nucleon and pion are treated as point particles 
▪ Higher Fock-sectors could be important 12

[Du et al., in preparation]

Proton’s Dirac form factor
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[Du et al., in preparation]

Proton’s Dirac form factor

Dipole form for constituents’ 
internal structures



Summary and outlook

➢Chiral model of nucleon-pion is treated by Basis Light-front 
Quantization method: 

– fully relativistic, non-perturbative treatment 

– close connection with observables of hadron structure

➢Initial calculations are performed & results (mass spectrum, Dirac 
form factor) are promising
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• Convergence study
• Higher order interactions in the chiral Lagrangian
• More observables: GPD, TMD, GTMD…
• Inclusion of quarks and gluons and comparison with parton picture
• Pion cloud for studying light flavor sea-quark asymmetry
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Backups
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• Light flavor sea quark asymmetry in the proton suggests pion cloud
𝑝 → 𝑛𝜋−, 𝑝 → 𝑝𝜋0

• We can use our treatment and experimental constraints on the 
parameters of a chiral Lagrangian to make predictions

17
APS April Meeting 2018 2

Motivation

E906 proposalE866	Drell-Yan	Experiment

Adapted from Alberg and Miller, APS April Meeting 2018

[Theberge, Thomas and Miller, 1980] 

APS April Meeting 2018 2

Motivation

E906 proposalE866	Drell-Yan	Experiment

Cloudy-bag model for sea quark asymmetry



Parton distribution function
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Preliminary



Introduce 𝜒 such that 𝑁 = 𝑈 Τ1 2𝜒

Chiral rotation of nucleon field

[Miller, 1997]
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Constraint equation for nucleon field 𝜒_



Procedure

1. Derive light-front Hamiltonian 𝑃− from Lagrangian

2. Construct basis states |𝛼ۧ

3. Calculate matrix elements of 𝑃− : ⟨𝛼′|𝑃−|𝛼ۧ

4. Diagonalize 𝑃− to obtain its eigen-energies and  LFWFs            

5. Renormalization – iteratively fix bare parameters in 𝑃−

6. Evaluate observables: 𝑂 ≡ ⟨𝛽′ 𝑂 𝛽ۧ

20



Common variables in light-front dynamics

• Light-front time                                   

• Light-front Hamiltonian 

• Longitudinal coordinate                     

• Longitudinal momentum

• Transverse coordinate

• Transverse momentum                                         

21

x+ = x0 + x3

x^ = x1,2

x- = x0 - x3

P- = P0 -P3

P^ = P1,2

P+ = P0 + P3

P- =
m2 + P̂2

P+

Dispersion relation



equal-time dynamics         vs             light-front dynamics 

Light-front vs equal-time quantization

22

i
¶

¶x+
j(x+ ) =

1

2
P- j(x+ )i

¶

¶t
j(t) = H j(t)

2 HAMILTONIAN DYNAMICS 19

Figure 1: Dirac’s three forms of Hamiltonian dynamics.

The two four-volume elements are related by the Jacobian J (x) = ||∂x/ ∂x||, part icularly

d4x = J (x) d4x. We shall keep track of the Jacobian only implicit ly. The three-volume

element dω0 is t reated correspondingly.

All the above considerat ions must be independent of this reparametrizat ion. The

fundamental expressions like the Lagrangian can be expressed in terms of either x or x.

There is however one subt le point . By matter of convenience one defines the hypersphere

as that locus in four-space on which one sets the ‘init ial condit ions’ at the same ‘init ial

t ime’, or on which one ‘quant izes’ the system correspondingly in a quantum theory. The

hypersphere is thus defined as that locus in four-space with the same value of the ‘t ime-

like’ coordinate x0, i.e. x0(x0, x) = const. Correspondingly, the remaining coordinates

are called ‘space-like’ and denoted by the spat ial three-vector x = (x1, x2, x3). Because

of the (in general) more complicated metric, cuts through the four-space characterized

by x0 = const are quite different from those with x0 = const. In generalized coordinates

the covariant and contravariant indices can have rather different interpretat ion, and one

must be careful with the lowering and rising of the Lorentz indices. For example, only

∂0 = ∂/ ∂x0 is a ‘t ime-derivat ive’ and only P0 a ‘Hamiltonian’, as opposed to ∂0 and P0

which in general are completely different objects. The actual choice of x(x) is a matter

of preference and convenience.

2D Forms of H amilt onian D ynamics

Obviously, one has many possibilit ies to parametrize space-t ime by introducing some

generalized coordinates x(x). But one should exclude all those which are accessible by a
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like’ coordinate x0, i.e. x0(x0, x) = const. Correspondingly, the remaining coordinates

are called ‘space-like’ and denoted by the spat ial three-vector x = (x1, x2, x3). Because
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2D Forms of H amilt onian Dynamics

Obviously, one has many possibilit ies to parametrize space-t ime by introducing some
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[Dirac 1949]

H = P0
P- = P0 -P3

t º x0 t º x+ = x0 + x3

𝑃⊥, 𝑃+, 𝐸⊥ , 𝐸+, 𝐽𝑧𝑃, Ԧ𝐽

v.s.
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Proton’s Dirac form factor

For larger Q2, our prediction is consistently smaller than 
the experimental results.



H.C.

Light-front Hamiltonian density

N N N N

π π

Expand 𝑈 to the order of 1/𝑓

Legendre transformation
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Light-front Hamiltonian in basis representation

N N

π
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Nuclear physics in the medium energy is 
challenging


